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LESSONS LEARNED AND KEY QUESTIONS DEVELOPED
(As of 12/30/08)
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Discussion:

(b)(5) .

(b)(5) jthe Deputy Division Director of DRS assigned EB 1 action in order to build
consensus in this area by developing and implementing an action plan. From the review a
number of lessons were learned and there is a need to address a number of procedure issues.
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BC NOTES as of 1/22/09:

CAUTION - LOTS OF PAGES - A PAGE AN ISSUE

In the calendar set up for the meeting on 1/22/09 I have been misusing the term importance in
terms of date urgency.

Let me redefine. Priority will be a product of average importance and average urgency.
Average is among the group who expressed a view (alternate views are acceptable). Neutral
people need not vote

Importance High, issues needs to get resolved
Med/Low, issue should be addressed has some merit
No, not an issue do not waste time on it.

Urgency: 3 - for importance above No, should be resolved for OC Team.
2 - for importance above No, should be resolved for /GN/NM Team.
1 - for importance above No, should be resolved after June 30, 2009.
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Summary:

(b)(5) A-l 4

R~elates to LL Nos. l.a; and 1.b; and 1.d

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)
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(b)(5) 2
Related to LL Nos. 1.c
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3. (b)(5)

a. How are residents to handle aging management effects and related functionality
issues in daily problem reviews?

b. How are residents and region based personnel to handle aging management effects
and related functionality issues in course of implementing ROP baseline procedures?

c. In a preventive way, should the both types of inspectors be intentionally looking at
aging management conditions and commitments as a part of the ROP baseline
procedures?

d. IMC 2515 does not indicate how the current documentation and assessment process
are to handle aging management effects and related functionality (Planned App. G of
IMC 0612 might be more appropriate as a part of a TI for trial and error use).

(b)(5)
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47

Related to ILL Nos. General section

(b)(5)
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Related to LL Nos. 3

j(b)(5)

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

Related to LL Nos. 4

SS6

,oential solution: refer to lessons learned
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Related to LL Nos. 2

(b)(5) 7
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DETAILS
(As of 12/23/08)

General:

LESSONS LEARNED (LL):

Interposed into Summary areas
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE ISSUES:

The questionable areas surrounding the results of the OC commitments inspection were listed
below. Consideration should be given to obtaining additional stakeholder input in the form of
OE, for views on commitments and deviations, and DRIS, for views on assessment of
commitments.

1. Is IP 71003 an ROP tool (2515 and reference to 0612) or is it a part of a licensing action

(2516).

2. If 71003 is a 2516 tool, then what is the related documentation process to be used?

3. If 71003 is a 2516 tool, then what is the related assessment process to be used?

4. Isn't the real purpose of doing the 71003 before the PEO in order for the agency to assess a
licensee's readiness for the Period of Extended Operations (PEO). If true, then why isn't it
listed as an objective with guidance on how to do the assessment, quantitative (tasks done
and remain tasks or actions open along with schedule) vs. qualitative (assessing procedure
adequacy).

5. If IP 71003 is an ROP tool, does the standard objective statement "to verify implementation"
(section 01.01) mean to very adequate or proper implementation for which performance
deficiencies can be formulated.

6. With respect to 4, and, if it is true that adequacy is to be verified (on a sampling basis) or we
are to verify that the AMP has been implemented (section 02.a (1)), then to what level of
detail is this to be done?

NOTE: When the majority of 71003 is to be completed shortly before the period of
extended operations, very little is in effect nor are there requirements for Aging
Management Program (AMP) implementing procedures to be implemented until after the
PEO.

a. Is having the procedure issued without a reasonable NRC review for adequacy
sufficient to say the commitment was met or the program is ready to be
implemented?

b. If a. is not true, then how much of a sample and review for adequacy of implementing
procedures is enough to say the program is ready to implemented?

c. On a team leader's status check, is it ok for more than 30% of the implementing
procedures for any one program to be in some form of review and approval in order
for the team to conclude the AMP is ready for the PEO? If 30% is not the right
number then what is?

d. Should all the new programs being reviewed to the standard determined above?
e. How many modified programs need to be reviewed?

7. With respect to 4, and, if the answer is to NOT verify adequacy or proper implementation,
then how does one reconcile that situation with sections 03.01 .b 1 and 03.01.b.3?

a. 03.01.b.1 says to review supporting documentation to determine if the licensee has
taken appropriate actions, including corrective action, to satisfy a particular license
condition or commitment. Appropriate technical expertise should be sought if
needed.
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b. 03.01.b.3 says to evaluate those commitments not met for NRC enforcement action
using MC 0308 Reactor Oversight Process Basis Document and IMC 0609
significance Determination Process (implied is the use of 0612 which makes 0308
and 0609 jell including deviations from standards). The premise for evaluation and
assessment is the determination that something was inadequately done.

8. With respect to 6.b above, section 03.01 .b.3 implies that even commitments listed in the
SER are enforceable. Its this true?

9. Also with respect to 7, how do we reconcile the marked difference between two types of
standard license conditions for future activities noted between Ginna and NMP licenses.
One says to implement the future activities of the USAR update required by another
standard license condition (we don't expect the SER commitments to be listed in the
updated USAR among all such licensees); the other says to implement the future activities
as listed in the applicable NUREG SER (clearly enforceable if not done on time, adequately,
or if not properly changed).

10. Does the following question need to be addressed by the 71003 team; and, if so, why isn't it
an objective of the procedure: Were the commitments implemented such that there is
REASONABLE ASSURANCE the affects of aging are managed?

a. Is this too high a level as an objective of the IP 71003?
b. Is the more important question for the 71003 team as follows: Is the licensee ready

for the period of extended operations.

11. Is it true that there is no standard in license renewal rule called "adequate" or "inadequate"?

12. Is there a difference between NRC's treatment of regulatory commitments made as a part of
Part 50 correspondence vs. Part 54 correspondence? Can you formulate performance
deficiencies on failure to meet commitments if they are not enforceable?

13. How do we determine failures to implement license renewal commitments in light of the
endorsed definitions and above noted standards? The agency endorsed reference is:

NEI 99-04 (endorsed by RIS 2000-17, dated September 21, 2000):
"A Regulatory Commitment means an explicit statement to take a specific action agreed to, or volunteered by, a
licensee and submitted in writing on the docket to the NRC. Licensees frequently commmunicate their intent to
take certain actions to restore compliance with Obligations, to define a certain method of meeting Obligations,
to correct or preclude the recurrence of adverse condtions, or to make improvements to the plant or plant
processes. A Regulatory Commitment is an intentional undertaking by a licensee to (1) restore compliance with
regulatory requirements, or (2) complete a specific action to address an NRC issue or concern (e.g., generic
letter, bulletin, order, etc.). With respect to corrective actions identified in a NOV response or LER, the specific
method(s) used by licensee to restore compliance with an obligation are not normally considered a Regualatory
Commitment. The regulatory commitment in this instance is the promise to restore compliance with the violated
obligation."

This is not to be confused with a license condition or other requirment which is officially defined as an
"obligation" as follows:

"Obligation refers to any condition or action that is a legally binding requirement imposed on licensees through
applicable rules, regulations, orders and licenses (including technical specifications and license conditions).
These conditions (also referred to as regulatory requirements) generally require formal NRC approval as part of
the change-control process. Also included in the category of obligations are those regulations and license
conditions that define change-control processes and reporting requirements for licensing basis documents such
as the updated FSAR, quality assurance program, emergency plan, security plan, fire protection program, etc."
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NOTE: Nothing in the above reference addresses whether the commitments were relied on
or made within the current licensing bases but they may be in effect by the very nature of
the commitment at the time of the 71003 team just before the PEO.

14. What types of minor performance deficiencies should be document in the interest of public
trust? With respect to Licensee identified vs. NRC identified/self revealing, this practice
would appear to be contrary to MC 0612?

a. Is there agreement that a commitment is a standard for which any licensee had

reasonable control?

b. Can we call them performance deficiencies with or without a renewed license?

IMC 0612 Section 03, Defintiions, for Performance Deficiency states:
"An issue that is the result of a licensee not meeting a requirement or standard where the cause was
reasonably within the licensee's ability to foresee and correct, and that should have been prevented. A
performance deficiency can exit if a licensee fails to meet a self-imposed standard or a standard required by
regulation." ... it goes on to discuss that cross cutting aspects in and of themselves are not performance
deficiencies.., mostly causal attribute information.

NOTE: Nothing in the above reference addresses whether the commitments
were relied on or made within the current licensing bases

c. Why document these issues if they are minor?

IMC 0612 Section 05 as an exception in a box:
EXCEPTION: "A minor violation or finding may be documented when it is necessary to close a licensee event
report or to close an unresolved item, or if related to an issue of agency wide concern (e.g., in documenting the
results of a temporary instruction). If it is necessary to document a minor violation, then it is done in accordance
with the guidance contained in the Enforcement Manual."

15. If a license is not renewed and IP 71003 is conducted, how can you formulate performance
deficiencies since the licensing action has not been taken on these commitments?

a. Should we be only discussing factual based observations without context of meeting
or not meeting the commitment and with no assessment of significance - how would
this look and how receptive would the public be to the issue being written up without
context, assessment, or action by NRC staff?

b. How can we proclaim a finding if we are still deciding over wording in an SER listing
of commitments - Should we not be waiting for a renewed license and waiting until
they enter the period of extended operation before you can proclaim it a "'finding".

c. Until we know what is acceptable, should the issue be written as Unresolved - see
definition of URI in MC 0612 (information needed in order to determine acceptability,
violation or deviation)?

IMC 0612 Section 03 definitions for an Unresolved Item:
"An issue about which more information is required to determine if it is acceptable, if It is a finding., or if it
constitutes a deviation or violation. Such a matter may require additional information from the licensee or
cannot be resolved without additional guidance or clarification/interpretation of the existing guidance (e.g.,
performance indication reporting guidance.

16. Don't the resident inspectors and region based inspectors implementing the ROP at a plant
with a renewed license and into the period of extended operations need special training and
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procedures in order to guide them through problems noted during the course of ROP
implementation?

17. Should a TI be developed in order to keep track of time for future budgeting use, and
provide that guidance commensurate with a reasonable amount of training (guidance would
include when other ROP activities can be replaced by a review of aging managing issues
both from a planned or reactive effort)?

18. Based on the results of 17, should a separate procedure (7100X) be developed for the IMC
2515 Program (App. C) or as a 2515 other planned activity? Impact on Budget?

19. What are examples of violations of 54.29, the standards for issuing a renewed license and
how would we judge the level of significance based upon applicant agreement that actions
have been identified or actions have been taken or will be taken to manage the effects of
aging?

a. In general, program adequacy vs. implementation (activities within the scope of
license renewal will continue to be conducted lAW commission rules and regulations)

b. Undetected aging effects related to passive components due to inadequate conduct
of activities (human performance, frequency, procedural, program)

c. Undetected aging effects on the functionality of passive components without effect
on active safety related or other important structures or components due to the
inadequate conduct of activities (same as above).

d. Functionality issues resulting in operability issues for safety related or other
important components and structures (can PRA inform a deterministic method for
determining significance) due to the inadequate conduct of activities (same as
above).

e. Can this rule stand alone or does the specific license need to be invoked
(compatibility issues).

20. Others based on consensus building ???


